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Ethical banking - Wikipedia
This course covers business ethics from a banker's perspective
with "real life" examples and practical hands-on application.
Participants explore the importance.
Banking, ethics and good principles
A bank's code of ethics is a set of
should make a commitment to operate
promote honesty, accountability and

- OECD Observer
internal guidelines that
legally and it should
ethical.

Two million bankers around the world to sign up to global
ethical standards
Twenty five of the world's leading banking institutes —
representing more than two million employees — will sign up to
new ethical standards.
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The idea is that regulators will, around the The Ethical
Banker, insist on ethical conduct and, through observation,
assess whether the ethical conduct is being realized. The
international regulatory approach has changed from the
specific to the general, away from regulatory requirements and
towards a more diffuse campaign to persuade bankers to take
the attitude that ethics requirements are meant to be
embraced. The state The Ethical Banker not interfere with
purely economic decisions but would be responsible for
protecting human rights this could include a minimum wage and
safety in the workplace and equality of its citizens' rights.
NoneoftheworksofBaselandtheotherinternationalsoftlawinstitutionsa
Both the fair trade movement and ethical banks rely on people
to pay extra for known ethical goods. In some ways, this
cosmopolitan commitment reflects the link the interaction that
international financial regulators had with one .
Theprinciplesaimtoimprovethetransparency,disclosure,andresponsibl
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